Quantities Required:

Product Supplied by LINEAR METRE (m)
Option 1 – Choose Total Quantity
Enter the total quantity of the product you need. This will then be sent in random lengths to cover
the total you have requested. The product description may indicate the lengths you are likely to
receive otherwise this can vary but normally greater than 1800mm and less than 3600mm.
Please note that the timber species may determine the lengths and restrictions may apply.
Our suppliers will normally add a small percentage to ensure you have enough to cover the total –
however this is not guaranteed, so please be sure you are covered.
We recommend you add an element for wastage before your entry to cover cuts etc. For example if
you have calculated you need exactly 100m to complete the job we would recommend you request
110m (allowing 10% for wastage).

Option 2 – Choose by Lengths
When requesting by lengths our suppliers will endeavour to supply to the lengths requested and
they may supply slightly longer in each case to ensure you are covered. If you do need them to be
cut to an exact length please indicate this, either with your enquiry or in the additional notes
section when ordering. Again, please consider wastage when entering your lengths. We would
recommend you add approx. 100mm to the exact sizes (to again allow for cuts and sawn ends).
If certain lengths are important to you please state this with your enquiry or on your order notes
and your chosen supplier will do their best to accommodate.

Product Supplied by UNIT/m2/m3/Pack/Pair
Simply enter the total quantity of the product you need. The unit the selected item is
measured/supplied in will be shown here.
We recommend you add an element for wastage, for certain products, before your enter your
quantity. For example; if you have calculated you need exactly 10m2 to complete the job we would
recommend you request 11m2
(allowing 10% for wastage).

